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Unintelligible Abbreviations and
Sloppy Words in Article Tides Create Magic
(Invisible) Spots for Indexers
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Recently,

Harvard scientists

used

the abbreviations MSI and MS1l in the
title of a paper and repeated them
without

explanation

in the abstract.

In the middle of their first paragraph,

have all appeared and are still appearing
in the literature–of addiction, immunology, electronics, etc. perhaps the authors and their specialist colleagues will
assert that context will clear con-

one finally learns that MSI and A4S11 fusion, but that is not true for the great
stand for “magic spots 1 and II,” a majority of Current COrItents readers,
name which alludes apparently to their nor for the great majority of data profust unexpected appearance on thinlayer chromatographic plates.z,a
The abbreviations are no doubt con
venient, intelligible to specialists, and
as informative as “magic spots I and II”
to indicate “unusual guanosine nucleo
tides accumulated in vivo during aminoacid starvation of stringent strains of E.
coli. ” I have nothing against abbrevia
tions in principle, but a great deal

cessing and retrieval systems on which
authors must increasingly depend for
future dissemination

of the results of

their research.
I have already

taken

a position

against the proposal that authors should
be required to make their titles suitable
for “deep indexing. “4 The result would

is pre.

be titles as long as paragraphs. It is,
however, one thing to use a “natural
language” title of reasonable length.
It is another thing to achieve brevity at

in
article titles in the early development

the expense of complete or unambiguous information. If in nothing else, one

of a new field. Since indexing of title~
is now a vital aspect of communication

is well advised in writing a title to strive
for maximum information content. In

through

that regard, the adoption of “terse conclusions”s as subtitles would be salutory, especially in drug and other &taoriented lkerature.

against them in practice when their uw

inhibits communication.
That
cisely what they do when

the journal

used

literature, ambi

guity only worsens an already difficult
problem.
I will only mention the fact that tht
abbreviations MS, MSI, MS1, MS2, etc.,
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Achieving the optimum combination
of brevity and information content is as
difficult in writing titles as in writing
anything else. A basic informationtheoretic notion suggests that titles
with low frequency words are more
specificity

informative, and therefore,
through dissimilarity, easier to retrieve.

Two problems operate against the easy
application of this theory. First, there
is what I shall call a linguistic entropy.
Second, there is the problem of naming
a new thing.
Entropy affects words as it affects
the universe. Some millenia ago only
deities were “awefuli”. By linguistic
degeneration, anything can be “awful”
today. Whle DNA was highly dissimilar
and informative twenty years ago, toda)
it is about as informative as the term
molecular biology. One can, of course,
use DNA in combination with other
terms to produce new terms that are
relatively specific. Thus, a highly generic term like molecular biology
in
combination

with toulzy produces an

informative title like Molecu k

Biology

Today.
The namelessness of a new thing is :
much more difficult problem for the
scientific literature. Frequently, the
first description or the first name given
something
lasting

doesn’t

one.

difficulty

This

prove

to be the

accounts

for

the

one

often encounters in
tracking down the first report on what

may have become,

under a different

name, as familiar as aspirin. h

this

regard, the “magic spots” paper cited
above reminds me of my former attempt to retrace in the literature the
discovery, and the name, of insuhn.G
When the definitive work on MS1
and MSII has been done, perhaps the
paper that reports it will take over as
citation”T
for this
the “primordial
aspect of molecular
biology.
The
Science Citation Index e tells me that
Cashel’s two 1969 papers have already
been cited about 70 times. It remains
to be seen whether future workers will
continue to cite those two papers, the
1972 paper by Hasekine et al. cited
above, or perhaps that future defhitive
paper I have hypothesized. Who knows,
its future author may throw in the
nomenclatural
sponge, opt for an
eponym,
and call them “Cashel’s
spots. ” It is curious how chance or
personality may affect the adoption
of such terms. In constructing a “Dictionary of Primordnl Ckations, “o these
are th”e kinds of etymological

prob-

lems we shall have to face.
When I come across abbreviations
like MSI and MSH in tides, my frustration is almost as great as that caused
each week by Science and other journals
that omit article titles from cited references--at huge cost to the scientific
community in terms of unnecessary
bibliographical

confusion.9. 10

Abbreviations aficionados risk emulating Humpty-Dumpty
to whom a
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word meant just what he chose it to
mean, nothing more nor less. Unfortunately,

in such circumstances,
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word may mean nothing at all to anyone else. Just when an abbreviation
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Terse conclusions.
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like MSI or MSIZ becomes intelligible

Garfield,
E. “Citation
historio-bibliography,

enough for informative use in a title
is impossible to say. Ironically, it may

sociology

though it is unintelligible, until it is intelligible, thus giving Humpty-Dumpty
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the fust word after all.

ert, W. & Weber, K. MSI and
MSII made on ribosome in idling

indexing,
and
the

Third Znternat. Congr. Med. Librarianship, Amsterdam, 5-9 May
1969, ed. by K.E. Davis & W.D.

be that for any abbreviation to become
informative, it must be used, even
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Current Contents No. 45, Novem-
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